INTRODUCTION
============

Everyday listening frequently occurs in the context of acoustic challenges that degrade the auditory signal ([@R57]). External sources of acoustic challenge include background noise, competing speech, or talkers with a foreign accent ([@R114]). Even when the external auditory signal is perfectly clear, hearing impairment reduces the fidelity of the information reaching a listener's perceptual system. External and internal sources of interference therefore combine to challenge listeners' comprehension at an acoustic level. How do we make sense of acoustically degraded speech, particularly with the speed and efficiency required during everyday conversation?

Below I review evidence from a variety of sources supporting the basic claim that understanding acoustically degraded speech requires that listeners engage cognitive resources, as well as evidence for the specific processes involved. Evidence from multiple experimental approaches demonstrates that cognitive aspects of listening effort are real, measurable, and informative with respect to both theoretical and practical aspects of speech understanding. Various types of acoustic challenge affect different aspects of the speech signal. For example, in noise vocoded speech ([@R99]) information is "accurate" but low in spectral detail, whereas in the presence of background noise some acoustic information is masked. It is likely that the specific type of acoustic degradation influences the cognitive processes listeners use. However, investigating these differences is beyond the scope of the current review.

UNDERSTANDING ACOUSTICALLY DEGRADED SPEECH REQUIRES COGNITIVE PROCESSING
========================================================================

When listeners hear speech they must match the rapid incoming acoustic stream to stored representations of words and phonemes to successfully extract the intended meaning. The process of correctly identifying sounds is made more difficult when speech is acoustically degraded: less information is available to the listener, which reduces the quality of speech cues and thus increases the chance for error. As illustrated in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A, the acoustic challenge associated with any stimulus depends on the abilities of a particular listener, the clarity of the external signal, and the acoustic environment (see the classic "speech chain" of [@R17], as well as the more recent [@R57]). In the following sections, I will only be able to consider a subset of these conditions, but it is easy to imagine how different types of acoustic degradation might challenge listeners' auditory and cognitive systems.

![A, The overall acoustic challenge experienced by a given listener is a combination of individual hearing ability and external acoustic characteristics (including speech quality and background noise). (Note only a subset of these conditions are directly addressed in the main text.) Acoustic challenge increases cognitive demand, which is a key contributor to listening effort (moderated by motivation). When speech is not easily matched to a listener's expectation, additional neural processing is frequently required. B, Increases in listening effort can be observed through functional brain imaging, are reflected in physiological responses outside the brain, and frequently result in measurable differences in behavior.](aud-39-204-g001){#F1}

At the outset, it is useful to draw a distinction between listening demand and listening effort. Listening demand reflects the various challenges associated with a given listening situation, including challenges to the acoustic signal (as illustrated in Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A) and other demands of a given situation (such as language processing). Instead of listening demand, I will use the term cognitive demand to emphasize cognitive processes involved in understanding acoustically degraded speech. As illustrated in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, increased acoustic challenge results in greater cognitive demand, which---modulated by a listener's motivation---leads to increased listening effort. Here, my focus is on increased cognitive processing associated with effortful listening: that is, listeners are forced to rely to a greater extent on cognitive systems to successfully extract meaning from an acoustically degraded speech signal compared with a clear signal.

In contrast to cognitive demand, listening effort refers to the resources or energy actually used by a listener to meet cognitive demands. A recent consensus paper proposed the Framework for Understanding Effortful Listening, comprehensively addressing many of the complexities that go into concepts of spoken communication and listening effort ([@R79] and the accompanying special issue). [@R79] define listening effort as "the deliberate allocation of mental resources to overcome obstacles in goal pursuit when carrying out a task, with listening effort applying more specifically when tasks involve listening" ([@R79], page 5S), which emphasizes the distinction between the demand of a given listening situation and the effort a particular listener exerts. In the sections below, rather than attempt to cover the entire spectrum of effortful listening, I make the case that acoustic challenge leads to cognitive demand and provide a framework for thinking about what specific cognitive processes might be involved in understanding acoustically degraded speech. However, it is important to keep in mind that there are other factors that relate to listening effort, including (but not limited to) motivation ([@R23]; [@R89]), fatigue ([@R35]), and psychosocial considerations ([@R78]). I return to the important issue of motivation below, but throughout the following discussion my assumption is that listeners are motivated to understand what they are hearing. That is, I will refer to a straightforward relationship between acoustic challenge and listening effort to focus on the cognitive processes engaged. As illustrated in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B, the cognitive response to acoustic challenge is evident in neuroimaging measures of brain activity and reflected in physiological responses and behavior. Converging evidence that cognitive resources are required to understand degraded speech comes from each of these sources.

One important question is whether the cognitive resources required to understand acoustically degraded speech are specific to auditory processing or whether they involve mechanisms that operate across a variety of tasks. The latter processes are often referred to as "domain general" because they involve operations that might need to occur similarly regardless of the input modality of a stimulus. Domain-general processes are often associated with executive tasks such as decision making, error detection, and task switching ([@R5], [@R6]). The neural support for domain-general processes is typically associated with frontal and parietal cortex, regions that have strong anatomical connectivity to primary sensory cortices and which contain neurons that change their activity to reflect current task demands ([@R3]; [@R105]). Throughout the sections below, a recurring theme will be considering whether the results are consistent with a role for domain-general systems in listening effort.

Behavioral Evidence for Cognitive Challenge During Listening
------------------------------------------------------------

Hearing impairment and other forms of acoustic challenge have long been associated with increased difficulty processing and remembering speech across a wide range of tasks and stimuli. When hearing speech that is acoustically degraded, listeners are not only less accurate at perception, but take longer to produce responses ([@R28]). Even when speech is understood, words or syllables that are acoustically degraded are more difficult to remember ([@R33]; [@R107]), an effect exacerbated in older adults ([@R32]; [@R62]; [@R80]). Sentence processing is also affected, such that listeners with poorer hearing make more errors when processing syntactically complex sentences ([@R16]; [@R120]).

When degraded speech itself is remembered less well, there is a possibility that a listener's difficulty occurs at the level of perception, despite apparently preserved audibility. That is, if a word is not correctly heard in the first place, it cannot be remembered. In an elegant study examining the influence of acoustic challenge on episodic memory, [@R86] addressed this possibility. Participants were presented with lists of spoken digits: the first portion of each list contained unprocessed speech, with the second portion presented in noise. Critically, memory for the early list items---which themselves were not degraded---was poorer when items in the later part of the list were degraded, suggesting that understanding speech in noise interfered with cognitive processes required for memory encoding. This effect has been replicated in word lists ([@R9]; [@R82]) and is also present in running memory for speech ([@R58]). These studies present compelling evidence that acoustic challenge affects nonacoustic tasks (in this case, memory for what has been correctly heard), pointing toward the involvement of domain-general cognitive resources in understanding degraded speech.

Although many memory studies have used single words, acoustic challenge can also reduce comprehension and memory in the context of short stories ([@R81]; [@R87]; [@R115]). [@R81] found that hearing-impaired listeners showed poorer memory for short stories compared with listeners with normal hearing, and further that memory difficulties were reduced when listeners were allowed to slow the rate of story presentation through self-paced listening. The fact that increased processing time improved performance for listeners with hearing impairment more than for listeners with normal hearing suggests that hearing-impaired listeners were under a greater degree of cognitive challenge ([@R122]).

Another approach to studying the role of cognitive factors in speech understanding comes from using visual tests (which avoid acoustic processing challenges) to assess cognitive ability. The rationale is that domain-general, shared cognitive resources (such as attention, verbal working memory, and ability to use semantic context) will operate on linguistic material regardless of the input modality. [@R125] developed the Text Reception Threshold (TRT) test, a visual analog of the standard Speech Reception Threshold (SRT) test, using visually degraded written sentences as stimuli. TRT thresholds significantly correlate with SRT, even when controlling for age ([@R7]; [@R44]). Because the TRT does not involve auditory processing, the correlation between TRT and SRT scores is consistent with an important role for extra-auditory cognitive processes in speech understanding.

Thus, there is good evidence across a variety of behavioral tasks that auditory processing relies on domain-general cognitive resources to a greater degree when speech input is acoustically degraded.

Physiological Evidence for Cognitive Challenge During Listening
---------------------------------------------------------------

Pupil diameter increases as a function of momentary cognitive demand ([@R39]) and thus provides an online measure of cognitive effort independent of a behavioral task ([@R48]). Pupil dilation is generally attributed to activity in the locus coeruleus ([@R4]; [@R42]) and can thus be considered an indirect measure of neural activity accompanying cognitively demanding listening: The expectation would be that when speech processing is cognitively demanding, pupil dilation would be observed \[Common measures of pupil response include dilation amplitude, peak latency, and mean pupil dilation, which may reflect different physiological responses. Variants of linear mixed effects analysis using flexible basis sets have also seen increasing use in analysis of pupillometric data ([@R61]). It is also important to note that factors other than task difficulty (e.g., reward or valence) can influence the pupil response, so changes in pupil dilation are not necessarily indicative of cognitive processing.\]. An advantage of pupillometry is that it provides an indication of changes in cognitive demand during perception (an "online" measure) rather than measuring changes that occur after perception has occurred, such as word repetition (an "offline" measure). Because pupil dilation is a continuous measure, it is also possible to dynamically track it as it unfolds over time, rather than being restricted to a single response (e.g., word repetition).

Indeed, pupil diameter increases with acoustic challenge across a variety of listening situations. In young adults, increased pupil dilation is seen during sentence processing as a function of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), with these effects amplified in listeners with poor hearing at more positive SNRs ([@R43]; [@R126]; [@R127]). In older adults, pupil responses are altered due to restricted dynamic range, eyelid position (i.e., droop), and corneal refraction; nevertheless, it is possible to correct for these issues and obtain good quality data ([@R83]). In older adults, we might expect to see increases in cognitive challenge due to a combination of change in both cognitive and auditory ability. In practice, however, older adults have been shown to be less responsive to changes in SNR than are young adults ([@R128]). One explanation for these results is that for any condition involving speech understanding in noise, older adults are already using additional cognitive resources ([@R123]). Thus, the possible range of older adults' pupil response to task manipulations is reduced, as they may already be recruiting additional cognitive resources in the easiest condition.

Pupil dilation reflects cognitive processing that can arise not only from acoustic degradation but also from linguistic challenge. For example, in the context of lexical competition, words with a large number of competing targets (e.g., "cat" might be confused for "cap," "cat," etc.) are more difficult to accurately perceive ([@R53]; [@R56]). Behaviorally, older adults are differentially affected by lexical competition ([@R103]); pupillometry confirms that older adults with hearing loss are impacted by SNR, lexical competition, and the interaction of the two sources of difficulty ([@R45]). Thus, pupillometry captures challenges related to both acoustic and linguistic factors.

Neuroimaging Evidence for Cognitive Challenge During Listening
--------------------------------------------------------------

Behavioral and physiological measures are useful because they reflect changes in neural processing associated with increased acoustic challenge; functional neuroimaging permits the measurement of neural activity in a more direct fashion ([@R26]). Although care must be taken when using functional magnetic resonance imaging to study auditory function due to the acoustic noise generated by the scanner, it is possible to obtain data regarding neural responses to speech ([@R69]). Other methods are able to provide localized measures of brain activity in quiet, including EEG and magnetoencephalography ([@R124]) and optical neuroimaging ([@R70]).

The brain networks involved in speech understanding have most frequently been studied by looking for regions that show increased activity for intelligible speech compared with an unintelligible control condition, such as noise-vocoded or spectrally rotated speech ([@R98]). Across different laboratories and stimuli, functional neuroimaging studies consistently find intelligible sentences are processed by bilateral temporal cortex, frequently complemented by inferior frontal gyrus ([@R10]; [@R12]; [@R13]; [@R27]; [@R31]; [@R59]; [@R64]; [@R66]; [@R71]; [@R90]; [@R92]). These regions form a functional hierarchy, with regions nearer to auditory cortex showing increased response to acoustic features, and regions further removed a greater degree of acoustic invariance (that is, responding similarly regardless of how the speech was degraded) ([@R13]).

To identify neural signatures of listening effort, it is also helpful to consider the converse---that is, regions that show an increased response for degraded (yet still intelligible) speech. In practice, this has often involved comparing brain activity when listening to speech with less-than-perfect intelligibility (e.g., noise-vocoded speech with four or six channels) to that for intelligible speech (e.g., unprocessed speech). Using a correlational approach with sentences that parametrically varied in intelligibility, [@R13] found increased neural activation for degraded speech in left lateral temporal cortex, inferior frontal cortex, and premotor cortex. These regions displayed an inverse U-shaped function, showing activity for slightly degraded speech that was larger than for unprocessed speech and also greater than that seen for severely degraded speech (consistent with an effort-related response). Of particular importance is the fact that the stimuli included several different types of acoustic degradation; the degradation-related increases in activity in temporal cortex differed depending on the acoustic characteristics, but the degradation-related increases in frontal cortex did not. The acoustic invariance of the response in frontal cortex is consistent with the hypothesis that similar executive processes, supported by regions of frontal cortex, are involved in extracting meaning from a degraded speech signal regardless of the specific acoustic features of that signal ([@R14]; [@R72]).

Increased activity for degraded speech is also frequently observed in the cingulo-opercular network (anterior cingulate and bilateral anterior insulae) during conditions in which intelligibility suffers ([@R22]; [@R24]; [@R112]; [@R117]). The involvement of the cingulo-opercular network when listeners make identification errors is consistent with a response to error-monitoring or attention, a topic that I address in more detail below. At this point, it is simply worth noting that there are several anatomically distinct brain networks that show a differential response to acoustically degraded speech.

It is useful to consider whether effort-related increases are observed in domain-specific auditory or language systems, or domain-general executive systems. Many of the regions showing effort-related increases in activity fall within the multiple-demand system, a constellation of cortical regions that show increased activity across a wide variety of tasks and modalities ([@R20]) and which can be broken into multiple attention-related subsystems, including the frontoparietal and cingulo-opercular networks ([@R63]; [@R85]). The anatomical location of effort-related neural activity is therefore broadly consistent with executive processes required to support speech understanding ([@R120]).

Thus, although the specific anatomical distribution shows some variability across study, there are several regions of the brain that are consistently more active when listeners process acoustically degraded speech compared with normal speech )(supported by a meta-analysis from [@R1]).

There are also brain regions that show the opposite pattern: that is, increased responses when speech is acoustically clearer compared with when it is acoustically degraded ([@R25]; [@R49]; [@R116]). These may reflect the greater availability of prosodic information, acoustic cues to talker characteristics, or listeners' ability to more deeply process linguistic information because it is more intelligible.

Cognitive Processing During Listening: A Summary
------------------------------------------------

Converging evidence from diverse experimental approaches points toward increased cognitive processing when listeners process degraded speech. These changes in cognitive processing are evident in functional brain imaging, can lead to changes in pupil dilation, and are ultimately reflected in listeners' behavior.

Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A shows a schematic of listening effort that emphasizes the importance not only of cognitive demands but a listener's motivation to understand. That is, if a listener has little motivation to understand what they are hearing, increasing cognitive demands may result in little or no change in effort. Cognitive demand includes acoustic challenge (which has been my primary focus) but is also affected by factors including linguistic challenge, cognitive ability, and language ability. These contributors are critical to understand because of their relationship to cognitive demand, but their relationship to listening effort is mediated by a listener's motivation.

![Cognitive demands during listening. A, Schematic of listening effort as a function of motivation and cognitive demand (after [@R79]). Although many factors can affect cognitive demand during listening, this cognitive demand is moderated by a listener's motivation. Note that in addition to acoustic challenge (see Figure 1) there are other factors that influence cognitive demand, including the linguistic complexity of the speech and cognitive and linguistic abilities of individual listeners. B, Listeners typically expend more resources as acoustic clarity decreases until acoustic challenge becomes too difficult, at which point effort decreases. Listeners with lower cognitive ability reach this point sooner due to relatively fewer cognitive resources than listeners with higher cognitive ability. C, When acoustic challenge is low, accuracy of speech understanding remains high; as speech is increasingly degraded, perception accuracy drops off despite increased effort. Accuracy drops off more quickly for listeners with lower cognitive ability.](aud-39-204-g002){#F2}

A few key points are worth noting. First, cognitive processing during speech understanding is almost certainly not an all-or-none response but reflects the acoustic (and linguistic) challenge of a given situation: listening effort will typically increase in proportion to demand (depending on motivation). Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C schematically illustrate a simplified relationship between acoustic challenge and listening effort, assuming a listener is motivated to understand, to make additional points. At low levels of acoustic challenge, speech understanding is largely automatic; comprehension accuracy is generally high in this situation. As acoustic challenge increases, more cognitive processing is needed to understand speech. As shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C, for many conditions of moderate acoustic challenge, behavioral performance remains high---that is, speech can be accurately understood, despite some degradation in the signal, but at a cost of additional effort. At more severe levels of acoustic challenge, however, performance may drop off, despite increased effort. This does not necessarily prevent communication, but it may make comprehension more difficult. For example, we may not catch every word of a conversation in a noisy restaurant, but we understand enough to generally follow along and join in. At extremely high levels of acoustic challenge, effort may decrease if listeners determine that they will not be successful at comprehension ([@R23]; [@R47]; [@R89]). In this case, effort is reduced, but comprehension accuracy is poor because the listener is not able to meet the current cognitive demand. (This can be compared with a situation with acoustically clear, nonchallenging speech in which effort is low, but comprehension is high because the cognitive demands are also low.)

It is also important to consider individual differences in cognitive ability. For example, in the case of verbal working memory, we might measure a listener's ability using a behavioral memory task and find that some listeners are able to correctly remember more items than other listeners. However, given that multiple cognitive processes are involved in understanding degraded speech, it can be useful to think about cognitive ability in the abstract ([@R118]). As shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B and Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C, listeners with lower cognitive ability will find speech generally more difficult to understand, even at low levels of acoustic challenge. As acoustic challenge increases, the lack of available cognitive resources may lead to increased listening effort, or decreased accuracy, compared with listeners with a high cognitive ability. Differences in cognitive ability can be measured at the level of a participant group (normal hearing versus hearing-impaired patients, young adults versus older adults), or simply individual variability in cognitive ability assessed using behavioral measures ([@R29]).

COGNITIVE PROCESSES IMPLICATED IN COMPREHENDING DEGRADED SPEECH
===============================================================

Evidence supporting a role for cognitive resources in understanding acoustically degraded speech is wide-ranging and replicable. However, less is known about the specific cognitive processes engaged. Do listeners rely on a single cognitive network when speech is acoustically challenging or are there dissociable processes that are selectively recruited depending on the situation? Below I review evidence for the involvement of at least two cognitive systems in comprehending degraded speech: verbal working memory and attention-based performance monitoring.

Verbal Working Memory
---------------------

One of the more compelling suggestions in the literature is that acoustically degraded speech requires listeners to rely to a greater extent on verbal working memory ([@R86]; [@R95]; [@R96]; [@R119]). In this context it is valuable to distinguish between two related types of memory. Short-term memory typically refers to the ability to maintain information in mind (for example, remembering a phone number long enough to write it down), whereas working memory involves both the maintenance and manipulation of information (for example, putting the digits of a phone number in ascending order; [@R5]). These two constructs are emphasized to varying degrees in different studies. For simplicity, I will refer to "verbal working memory," but the contributions of multiple components of verbal memory is a nontrivial distinction and becomes particularly relevant when attempting to identify cognitive tests to understand individual differences in speech understanding performance.

An intuitive way to think about the role of verbal working memory is that if an incoming signal cannot be understood, it must be maintained for a longer time to allow other cognitive processes time to function. For example, if the first word in a sentence is acoustically unclear, it may be that the semantic context provided by the following sentence will allow listeners to nevertheless correctly identify the word ([@R100]). This can only happen if a trace of the original item has been retained.

Verbal working memory is frequently measured using a reading span test (originally introduced by [@R11]) in which participants read a series of sentences and maintain a running list of the final words, which they are then asked to repeat \[There are variations on the basic paradigm, such as not informing the participant whether they will be cued to recall the first or last word in a sentence ([@R93]), or using memory for letters presented following each sentence rather than words from the sentence ([@R67]). Because these differences in experimental protocol likely influence the cognitive requirements of the task, some measures may be more relevant for speech understanding than others.\]. A reading span task thus requires participants to hold verbal information in mind (the list of sentence-final words) while simultaneously processing new information (the current sentence being read). Verbal working memory scores measured this way have been shown to correlate with the ability of both normal hearing and hearing-impaired listeners to process acoustically degraded speech ([@R54]; [@R97]; [@R115]). Additional evidence supporting a role for verbal working memory comes from studies mentioned above in which processing degraded speech interferes with memory for previously heard words ([@R9]; [@R86]): this result is consistent with computational models that implicate disruption of rehearsal and buffer mechanisms relied upon for memory encoding ([@R9]; [@R60]; [@R82]).

Although frequently discussed as a single cognitive construct, verbal working memory has multiple components, supported through a distributed network of brain regions ([@R8]). Given the multiple processes supporting verbal working memory, it is important to establish whether there are behavioral or neural signatures that might allow us to more closely link specific aspects of verbal working memory with the processing of degraded speech. [@R65] used magnetoencephalography to compare the effects of increasing memory load during an explicit memory task and during degraded speech understanding. They found that power in the alpha band (8--13 Hz) increased with difficulty during both tasks. Importantly, there was an interaction, such that the highest memory challenge and most degraded speech the response was bigger than would be predicted from either manipulation alone. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that both degraded speech and standard verbal working memory tasks rely on a shared, limited-capacity verbal working memory resource.

Attention-Based Performance Monitoring
--------------------------------------

An important component of completing a demanding task is monitoring our performance and adjusting our behavior to optimize success. In the context of neuroanatomically based models of attention it has been proposed that the cingulo-opercular network---comprised of the dorsal anterior cingulate and bilateral anterior insula/frontal operculum---plays an important role in this type of sustained top-down attentional control ([@R19]; [@R22]). As noted above, the cingulo-opercular network is engaged during acoustically challenging listening when participants' performance is not perfect. Activity in the cingulo-opercular network is observed during a wide variety of tasks in which participants need to assess their performance, suggesting a domain-general role in attention-based performance monitoring ([@R76]). In the context of speech understanding, a performance-monitoring role for the cingulo-opercular network is also consistent with increased activity for incorrect word repetition compared with correct word repetition ([@R30]). Perhaps the most compelling neuroimaging evidence linking cingulo-opercular activity to task-relevant attentional monitoring comes from [@R112], who showed that cingulo-opercular activity on one trial was significantly related to performance accuracy on the following trial during word recognition in noise and subsequent memory for words ([@R113]). In other words, the degree to which a listener engaged the cingulo-opercular network following one trial helped to predict their accuracy on the next word. Thus, although cingulo-opercular activity is unlikely necessary for all speech understanding, the cingulo-opercular network appears to play an important role in adaptive control and performance monitoring that may help listeners improve their performance during challenging listening situations ([@R46]; [@R110]; [@R111]).

The importance of the cingulo-opercular network during degraded speech understanding may relate to behavioral findings using the Stroop task, generally assumed to measure inhibitory control. In the classic visual Stroop task ([@R106]), participants must withhold an automatic response (reading a presented word) and instead name the color in which the word is written. Accuracy is typically high, but participants take longer when the written word and color are in conflict (e.g., the word "red" displayed in the blue). Functional brain imaging studies of Stroop tasks implicate the cingulo-opercular network ([@R50]; [@R77]). Although there may be differences in the framing of attentional processes in terms of inhibition or performance monitoring, these imaging results suggest that there may be a connection between constructs of performance monitoring and inhibition as measured by the Stroop task. Individual differences in Stroop-based inhibition scores have been found in at least some studies to relate to speech understanding accuracy, such that listeners with better inhibitory ability (smaller Stroop effects) perform better on speech understanding tasks than listeners with poorer inhibitory ability ([@R18]; [@R104]; [@R108]), although this relationship depends on the specifics of the task ([@R41]).

Flexible Allocation of Neurocognitive Resources
-----------------------------------------------

The classes of cognitive resources outlined above are theoretically and anatomically dissociable, but not mutually exclusive. That is, individual listeners may engage different processes to maximize their perception of certain kinds of speech. It is likely that the specific neurocognitive systems recruited during effortful listening are thus not static, but dynamic: The ability to flexibly allocate neurocognitive resources in an online manner allows listeners to rapidly adapt to speech processing under a wide variety of conditions.

A good example of this principle is found in the cingulo-opercular network. During successful comprehension of relatively clear speech, these regions seldom show activity above baseline levels. However, when speech is degraded to the point where a listener's accuracy begins to decline, the cingulo-opercular network is typically engaged. Thus, the cingulo-opercular network seems to be differentially recruited when comprehension accuracy is challenged: Its involvement is transient and dependent on the acoustic clarity of the target speech, reflecting a dynamic upregulation of a discrete cognitive resource.

The principle of flexible resource allocation is illustrated in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Speech understanding will always rely on a core network of regions involved in acoustic and lexical-semantic processing. When the acoustic clarity of the speech signal is degraded, however, additional regions need to be engaged. The resources required for understanding speech depend not only on acoustic clarity but also on the type of linguistic challenge presented by the target speech ([@R68]). For example, psycholinguistic factors such as word frequency or lexical competition (the number of similar-sounding words) can affect how difficult single words are to process. Understanding a spoken sentence requires semantic integration and syntactic parsing processes that are not present during single word comprehension. These are present for simple sentences but can be also be further modulated by using sentences that contain material that is grammatically complex ([@R74]; [@R92]; [@R109]) or semantically ambiguous ([@R91]). The brain networks shown in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} illustrate these different types of challenge. For example, as noted above, when speech intelligibility suffers the cingulo-opercular network is often engaged. However, when speech is acoustically degraded but still highly intelligible, premotor and prefrontal cortex is recruited. The point is that the neural and cognitive systems required to support speech understanding depend on the specific task demands (which include both linguistic and acoustic aspects).

![Illustration of brain networks involved in processing clear and degraded speech. When the acoustic signal is clear (represented by the upper spectrogram), a core speech network (shaded in blue) is engaged consisting of bilateral temporal cortex and often left inferior frontal gyrus. This core speech network supports acoustic, phonological, lexico-semantic, and basic syntactic processing. When speech is degraded (represented by the lower spectrogram), the core speech network is still engaged but is complemented by additional activity required to deal with the degraded speech signal. The additional regions engaged (shaded in red) depend on the specific type of cognitive support required and will likely differ as a function of the specific acoustic challenge, task demands, and cognitive and auditory ability of an individual listener.](aud-39-204-g003){#F3}

The Role of Cognitive Factors in Explaining Individual Differences in Speech Understanding
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although the role of cognitive processing in understanding degraded speech is of interest for theoretical reasons, it also has practical implications for understanding the performance of listeners with hearing impairment, hearing aids, or cochlear implants. For example, it is well established that individual differences in speech understanding remain even after factoring out standard audiometric measures ([@R40]; [@R84]; [@R102]). One possibility is that pure-tone threshold audiometric measures are insufficient to characterize hearing ability, and additional auditory measures (e.g., psychoacoustic or temporal processing) will be able to more fully explain individual differences ([@R37]). An alternate (although not exclusive) possibility---which is my focus here---is that cognitive ability plays an important role in speech understanding. The importance of individual differences in cognitive ability is reflected by the fact that various cognitive measures (notably verbal working memory) have been found to explain significant variability in the speech understanding of listeners with and without hearing aids ([@R36]; [@R38]; [@R54]; [@R94]) and listeners with cochlear implants ([@R34]). Although hearing ability remains the strongest predictor of speech understanding accuracy, a growing number of studies affirm an important role for cognitive factors generally in explaining individual differences in speech understanding that cannot be attributed to standard audiometric differences ([@R2]). This knowledge may prove useful in guiding aural and cognitive rehabilitation ([@R101])---for example, a listener with poor verbal working memory may benefit more from cognitive training ([@R88]) than auditory training.

Listening Effort and Neural Plasticity
--------------------------------------

Epidemiological studies indicate that older adults with poorer hearing perform worse on cognitive tests and have an increased risk for dementia ([@R51]; [@R52]). Although the causes for this association are still unclear, one intriguing possibility is that years of listening effort (resulting from hearing loss) may alter the brain networks engaged in speech understanding. It is unquestionably the case that our brain structure and function are affected by life experience, perhaps most evident in areas of expertise such as driving a taxi ([@R55]) or learning new motor skills ([@R15]). Given that age-related hearing loss typically develops gradually, it is reasonable to expect comparable neural reorganization might take place.

Indeed, hearing loss is associated with changes in neural processing at every stage of the auditory pathway (for a review, see [@R75]). Notably, in cross-sectional studies, older adults with poorer hearing (i.e., higher pure-tone thresholds) have reduced gray matter volume in auditory cortex compared with people with better hearing ([@R21]; [@R73]). Less is known regarding regions outside auditory cortex. Given that executive networks such as those shown in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} are typically more active when listeners are listening to degraded speech, we might expect functional or structural changes here as well. However, it might also be the case that generally increased activity of these domain-general executive networks might have a protective effect on brain health ("use it or lose it"). Thus, although hearing loss leads to neural changes, the degree to which such plastic reorganization is related to cognitive difficulties and risk for dementia is a question that requires further investigation. This is especially true, given other plausible explanations (e.g., listeners with hearing loss may be less likely to engage in social activities, which might affect cognitive function).

CONCLUSIONS
===========

Listening to degraded speech is a challenging task that requires listeners to devote additional cognitive resources for successful understanding, reflected in greater neural activity, increased pupil dilation, and behavior. The cognitive processes engaged when listening to acoustically degraded speech likely include verbal working memory and attention-based performance monitoring. Acoustic challenge is thus not merely an auditory problem but significantly affects a variety of cognitive operations required for both linguistic and nonlinguistic tasks. Important tasks for future studies include further clarifying which specific cognitive processes are engaged, how different types of acoustic challenge are handled by listeners, and the degree to which training or rehabilitation is able to help reduce the effects of cognitive challenge. An increased understanding of the cognitive processes required for speech understanding will help us to not only maximize speech recognition, but the productive use of this information in everyday listening.
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